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Global assembly is forecasted to reach 82.1m units in 2013, a 4% YoY 
increase from 2012. But the real news lies below the topline, where three 
distinct storylines are playing out across Europe, North America and Asia-
Pacific. Meanwhile, several global megatrends continue to gain attention.

Distinct regional trends driving topline 

Gl b l   Li ht V hi l  A bl  O tl k this year, SAAR (seasonally adjusted annual rate) is 
trending at 15.3m units, and Autofacts is forecasting 
full year sales in the US to reach just over 15.4m 
units. From a regional standpoint, North American 
assembly is forecasted to reach over 15.9m units, 
representing a ~3.6% increase from 2012. While this 
growth is incremental, a slow and steady recovery is 
ideal for the supply chain, allowing for proper 
capacity investment
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The world at a glance

The primary focus of the automotive world continues 
t  t  d h  th  E  k t ill 

capacity investment.

While the weakening Yen, along with the strong 
possibility of further currency-related action by the 
central government, has been a positive 
development for Japanese automakers, the long-
term trend of assembly localization to current export 
markets is expected to continue. In the near-term, as 
Japanese economic struggles persist, assembly is 
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to center around when the European market will 
begin its long-awaited recovery. Autofacts is 
currently forecasting a further YoY drop of ~4% to 
just under 15.3m units in EU assembly. While 
assembly is expected to recover beyond 2013, it 
won’t be solely due to an improvement in local 
demand. Rather, strategic localisation of assembly 
that is currently imported to the market is expected 
to play a major role in boosting assembly output  

forecasted to drop to 8.4m units in 2013, a YoY
reduction of ~7.7%.

Meanwhile, the outlook in China remains positive. 
While growth in 2012 of 7.9% was considered a 
relatively slow year, Autofacts is forecasting 2013 
assembly of 18.9m units, an impressive jump of 14% 
from 2012, driven by a mix of new model launches, 
economic measures, and demand growth. However, 

to play a major role in boosting assembly output, 
resulting in 500k to 600k units of incremental 
growth annually for the region. 

The US automotive market has continued to shrug 
off mixed macro-economic news, including a 
federally mandated sequester and a handful of 
destructive storms, to slowly but steadily grow sales 
month by month. While this trend isn’t expected to 
l  b  l i  h  i  i   

longer-term market growth is expected to slow 
slightly, as the automotive sector begins to follow 
trends indicative of a mature market.

Global megatrends

The auto industry continues to advance, particularly 
in terms of safety, design, quality, efficiency and 
technological innovation.  With this evolution comes 
a host of market drivers and issues  including:
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last absent real economic growth, it remains an 
encouraging sign for the industry. Through March of

a host of market drivers and issues, including:

• Impact of driverless vehicles
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• Cyber security threats To continue this conversation and learn how PwC 

• Rare earth & conflict minerals

• Attracting talent

• Global regulation & compliance

Gaining an understanding of these megatrends and 
their impact will be crucial in staying ahead of the 
field in this ever-changing sector .

can help, please visit www.pwc.com/auto for more 
information.

Analyst Note Plus Service
Product / Service Details
Analyst Note Plus from Autofacts, the preferred strategic advisor to many of the world’s most 
successful automotive enterprises, and a major component of the PwC global automotive practice, is a f p , j p f g p ,
new quarterly publication designed to provide all participants in the automotive value chain a cost 
efficient quality forecast service.

Analyst Note Plus is available to subscribers at a cost of US$350 per year for the standard version, 
while the enhanced version also includes all forecast data in an accompanying Excel file for an 
annual cost of US$450.

The following is included in each quarterly distribution:

h  ddi i l f ll  f i l  d ili   l i  i  d k  • Three additional full pages of regional text detailing current planning assumptions and market 
outlooks from Autofacts’ team of regional analysts

• Thirteen pages of forecast data from the latest Autofacts release that covers one year of historical 
figures and a five year forecast range
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